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Moral hazard: noun. The lack of incentive to guard against risk.
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Christopher N. Sorce, CFP®
Principal, Senior Financial Advisor

The term “moral hazard” dates back to the 17th century and was widely used
by insurance companies. The term was more recently used when economist Paul
Krugman described moral hazard as “any situation in which one person makes
the decision about how much risk to take, while someone else bears the cost if
things go badly.”
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a financial advisor in 1976. A founding
principal of HBKS® Wealth Advisors
(HBKS®), Mr. Sorce serves clients
throughout the United States from his
offices in Erie and Naples, Florida.
Like The Sorce Financial Group, HBKS
has distinguished itself among wealth
management firms through its in-depth
approach to personal financial planning and
disciplined investing. The firm has invested
in sophisticated technology in order to
efficiently monitor and tactically rebalance
investment portfolios in volatile market
conditions.
Mr. Sorce directs a team of several
professionals, including three certified
financial planners and two licensed
administrators, to provide the highest
levels of service to each of their clients. Mr.

In today’s investment world, I would interpret moral hazard as a risk one
takes when an investment decision is made where the risk of the trade is born by
only one of the two parties. This exists in a traditional brokerage format where
a client is sold an investment by a broker. A commission is made and there is
no further alignment between broker and client. The client bears all the risk of
the investment. The broker does not have any further interest in the existing
transaction, only future sales.
As investment advisors, we do not earn commissions; we are paid for
advice, and our compensation is inextricably tied to the fortune of the client.
Because our upfront compensation is typically a fraction of what a traditional
broker would make placing trades, our alignment to the client and his or her
investments is ongoing and linked in both up and down markets. We are highly
incentivized to drive long-term performance for our client, not just to make
a trade. We have a fiduciary responsibility, the highest of benchmarks in our
business.
Therefore, where as moral hazard is defined as a lack of incentive to guard
against risk, we only succeed long term if our clients succeed long term. Our
interests are identical: seek upside, protect downside.

Sorce earned his Bachelor of Arts degree
from Boston University and is life and
health insurance licensed. He continued
with the firm after its acquisition by
American Express Financial Advisors and
in 1983 became one of the first financial
professionals in Pennsylvania to earn the
designation of CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER™.
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